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ALPINE COUNTY UNIFIED COMMAND 

DATE: March 8, 2023 
RE: Public Safety Update 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: ALPINE COUNTY RECOMMENDS RESUPPLYING, LIMITING 
TRAVEL, AND PREPARING FOR POTENTIAL FLOODING IN THE AREA DUE TO 
HAZARDOUS TRAVEL CONDITIONS AND SIGNIFICANT MIXED PRECIPITATION EVENTS 
FORECASTED THROUGH MARCH 15, 2023.  

An Atmospheric River has been forecasted for the Alpine County region starting Thursday, 
March 9th and will remain in effect until Saturday, March 11th. It is recommended that 
residents significantly limit travel due to significant travel impacts from mixed precipitation 
events. Due to potential road closures and public safety access, travel is only recommended for 
necessary reasons. Additionally, normal runoff behavior will likely be impacted due to the 
limited ability for runoff to access creeks, rivers and drainages via normal means. There 
is a high likelihood storm runoff will impact any low-lying areas with poor drainage like 
roadways and driveways.  

The County will be providing sandbags and sand at Station 91 and Station 92 in the 
Markleeville and Woodfords areas. For more information on sandbags please contact 
Community Development at 530-694-2140. 

The County also encourages residents to secure supplies that will allow them to be self-
sufficient for multiple days due to the potential of service interruption and road closures. 
Supplies include but are not limited to: 

- Food
- Water
- Medication
- Propane
- Fire Wood

- Pet Food
- Batteries
- Fuel
- Generators
- Charge Cell Phones

Finally, Alpine County recommends residents clear as much snow as possible around tail pipes, 
exhaust vents, propane tanks, drainages, and roofs to prevent any threats to your personal 
safety. The County recommends assessing roof snow loads prior to the rain event in order to 
minimize risks to your safety. 



National Weather Service Winter Storm Warning: 

Thursday-Saturday Atmospheric River: 

* Please check the hydrology section below to get an update into the
hydrology conditions/forecast for this upcoming atmospheric river.

The storm door blows wide open on Thursday as the North Pacific 
ridge breaks down and allows a strong upper-level jet to transport 
subtropical moisture to our region. Our first atmospheric river 
storm will arrive Thursday afternoon and bring wind, rain, and snow 
impacts through the weekend. 

WINDS: 

As the aforementioned jet orients over the region on Thursday, upper- 
level flow is expected to gradually increase through the afternoon. 
Winds will be very strong along ridgelines Thursday afternoon into 
Friday afternoon. Ensemble guidance suggests 700 mb flow will peak 
between 50-60 kts on Friday morning, indicating gusts over 100 mph 
are likely along Sierra ridges. Strong winds will mix down to valley 
floors by Thursday evening, and remain high through Friday 
afternoon, though precipitation may dampen winds a bit. Blended 
guidance indicates good chances (60-70%) for widespread wind gusts 
up to between 40-50 mph. 

RAIN/SNOW: 

This atmospheric river looks to have impressive moisture transport 
for this time of year, with ensembles suggesting PWAT anomalies of 
200-300% of normal on Friday. Blended guidance continues an upward
trend in QPF probabilities; for the Sierra, recent QPF probabilities
between Thursday and Saturday indicate a near 100% chance for 1", 80-
90% chance for 2", 70-80% chance for 3", and a 30-40% chance for 5".
Western Nevada and northeast California have a 90% chance for 0.25"
of QPF, and a 10-20% chance for 1". Mono County has a 70-80% chance
for 1" of QPF, and 40-50% chance for 2".

Confidence for snow levels have increased as variability in  
solutions has decreased. Generally, snow levels are trending higher  
for the warmest portion of the storm, which looks to occur early  
Friday morning. During the onset of precipitation on Thursday  
afternoon, snow levels will start around 5000-6000 feet. They are  
expected to quickly rise through the evening as the strong jet  
brings warm, moist southwesterly flow overnight into Friday morning. 
The 10th percentile now indicates snow levels peaking between 7000- 
8000 feet on Friday, and the 90th percentile has up to 8000-9000  



feet. This indicates that the heaviest snow will remain confined 
to the high Sierra. Precipitation at mid-elevations will likely 
begin as snow and transition to rain early Friday morning during 
the heaviest precipitation rates. Western Nevada will likely see 
all rain during this event. 

Now is a great time to start preparing for heavy rain by clearing 
drainages, ditches, and gutters free of debris and snow. Sierra 
locations that are already buried under a deep snowpack should take 
preparations to avoid snow load on structures, as rain absorbing 
into the snowpack may contribute additional weight and lead to 
structural collapses. 

Sunday onward: 

After the Thursday through Saturday AR, the door remains open to 
additional warm, moisture-rich Pacific storms. Confidence is 
increasing for another AR arriving as early as Monday, which will 
bring additional rain, snow, and wind into next week. Make sure 
to stay prepared and tuned to the forecast. 

Emergency Services 

Alpine County Sheriff’s Office Dispatch: 530-694-2231 

CalTrans Road Conditions: https://dot.ca.gov/travel 

Media Inquiries Regarding Alpine County 
JT Chevallier 
Public Information Officer 
Alpine County 
530-721-1339
jchevallier@alpinecountyca.gov
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